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download it instantly. Our digital library saves in multiple countries, allowing you to get the most less latency time
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Communal Life is universally compatible with any devices to read.

Art, Imagination and Christian Hope Oct 22 2021 In Christian faith, the present is continuously re-shaped by
ventures of hopeful and expectant living. In art, the poetic interplay between past, present and future takes specific
concrete forms, furnishing vital resources for sustaining an imaginative ecology of hope.This volume attends to the
contributions that architecture, drama, literature, music and painting can make, as artists trace patterns of promise,
resisting the finality of modernity's despairing visions and generating hopeful living in a present which, although
marked by sin and death, is grasped imaginatively as already pregnant with future.
The Travail of Nature Apr 27 2022 The Travail of Nature shows that the theological tradition in the West is neither
ecologically bankrupt, as some of its popular and scholarly critics have maintained, nor replete with immediately
accessible, albeit long-forgotten, ecological riches hidden everywhere in its deeper vaults, as some contemporary
Christians, who are profoundly troubled by the environmental crisis and other related concerns, might wistfully hope
to find. This is why it is appropriate to speak of the ambiguous ecological promises of Christian theology.
The Promise of Baptism Nov 10 2020 Christians who otherwise love each other and work together on shared
projects and causes nonetheless often disagree on the subject of baptism. Should infants be baptized, or is baptism
for believers only? What exactly does baptism mean? What happens, if anything, when someone is baptized? Which
is better -- sprinkling or immersion? These disagreements are disheartening to some and confusing to many. The
sacrament of baptism from a Reformed perspective is clearly and thoughtfully outlined in this useful book. James
Brownson explains the scriptural basis, the theological underpinnings, and the practical implications of this
particular element of the faith. Organized into thirty brief, tightly focused chapters -- each of which centers on a key
question -- and enhanced by thoughtful discussion questions, The Promise of Baptism will be an important resource
for pastors, students, and laypersons seeking to better understand this sacrament that lies at the heart of the church's
life. A sampling of key questions addressed: What is a sacrament, and how does it differ from an "ordinance"?
What's the relationship between baptism and being "born again"? How do the sacraments bring God's grace to us?
Can someone be "saved" without being baptized? Can someone be baptized without being saved? Does baptism take

the place of circumcision as the mark of the new covenant? What is "confirmation" or "profession of faith," and
what is its relationship to baptism? What happens after baptism?
The Age of Promise May 29 2022 The past provides a blueprint for the present and promises hope for the future.
Many Christians struggle to understand Old Testament teachings. We look at the laws and rituals and wonder how
those long-ago practices could possibly be relevant to our lives now. Randy Robison believes they are not only
necessary but are, in fact, vital to a closer walk with Jesus. In The Age of Promise, Robison introduces us to ten
foundational promises made in the Old Testament and transformed in Christ, ten mysteries now revealed in Jesus
that offer us a deeper, more powerful relationship with the Father. These ten promises, which bring God’s intricate
plan of redemption to fulfillment, include: The promise of deliverance The promise of the chosen people The
promise of the temple And much, much more! When we learn from the past and apply it to the present, we
determine our future. The Age of Promise invites us to uncover the glorious riches of our heritage of faith and
experience real transformation in our everyday lives. With the light of Christ shining on the shadows of the past, we
develop a more complete perspective and discover a deeper, more powerful relationship with the eternal Father who
is the same yesterday, today, and forever.
The Bible Promise Book Large Print Edition Jul 27 2019 The Bible Promise Book, now in a fantastic large print
edition, is presented in the King James Version and includes over one thousand promises from the Bible, arranged
alphabetically by topic.
According to Promise Jun 05 2020 These promises are for every believer, yet we all admit to not fully experiencing
what has been promised. Spurgeon will help you to appreciate that all God's promises are the birthright of each
Christian. We can measure what God does by his generous promises ' not by our level of expectation.
199 Promises of God Apr 15 2021 What is it that keeps God's children hopeful in a hopeless world? What
guarantees can a person cling to on the most difficult of days? Readers will find dozens of God's most uplifting
guarantees in 199 Promises of God. This compact book offers real and powerful promises from the Creator of the
universe and true refreshment for the spirit and a renewed sense of God's commitment to His children.
Every Covenant and Promise in the Bible Nov 22 2021 In Every Covenant and Promise in the Bible, you'll find that
God is a keeper of His word, trustworthy and dependable to fulfill everything He has promised. Dr. Larry Richards
begins by examining God's special commitments known as "covenants" - binding agreements given to God's people.
In Part Two, Dr. Richards looks at a wealth of other wonderful promises found in the Old and New Testaments.
Includes more than 100 drawings, charts, and maps - plus the Expository Index and Scriptural Index.
The Promise Jan 25 2022 Featuring beautiful illustrations by Rommel Ruiz, this book invites children ages 6-12 to
learn that Jesus is the promised one and invites them to know him personally.
The Jesus Person Pocket Promise Book Jul 19 2021 800 promises from the Word of God with biblical answers to
most every spiritual and personal problem encountered today. The promises are categorized to speak to specific
situations for quick reference. Find hope and the knowledge of God's abundant grace through reading God's
promises, one after another. Your faith will be strengthened and your soul encouraged.
The Promise Jul 07 2020 Do you want to be challenged to deepen your understanding of the characteristics and
requirements of Almighty God? The Understanding God Series contains the bulk of Pastor Tony Evans' compelling
and hard-hitting resources on the essentials about God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, Spiritual Warfare, and
prophecy. Now available in paperback, readers will not want to be without a single book in the series by this popular
and powerful speaker and author.Christ promised He'd send a helper. The Holy Spirit is a real person who desires to
guide our thoughts and actions toward the holiness of God. Tony Evans unfolds the work of the Holy Spirit in this
very practical and helpful study of the third person of the Trinity.
When Life is Hard May 05 2020 When life is hard, really hard, we often spend all our time pleading, begging,
yelling, refusing, and questioning. While none of these things are necessarily unusual, they are missing the ultimate
point. When life is hard, when things get ugly, when all hope seems to be lost… that is when we are able to display
the superiority of the life lived in God. It is in those moments of despair, when we question what is happening, when
we don’t know what to do, when some trials never seem to end, that we can lean most heavily on God’s promises
and truths. Working his way through five questions we've all had run through our heads, trusted pastor James
MacDonald helps us understand what we should do now. We begin the journey by looking at different types of
"trials", figuring out exactly what we're dealing with, and recognizing that God certainly knows. Second, the obvious
question: "Why?" God sees us going through trials and we long for two things: for them to be over and to know why
they happened in the first place. Next, we need to know what to do with these trials when they come (and they will
most certainly come). Fourth, we have all wondered it, can trials be refused? Are God's purposes really being
fulfilled in the midst of this trying time? And lastly, God reveals Himself to us through these trials. . . and
sometimes, they just don't ever end. Why doesn't this trial go away? God told us to expect trials—don’t be surprised
when they come. Grow when they come. Find hope when they come.
The Bible Promise Book for Women - Prayer & Praise Edition Aug 08 2020 Where can women turn when they

need God’s thoughts on the issues and emotions of life? The Bible Promise Book® for Women—Prayer & Praise
Edition. Barbour’s Bible Promise Books are perennial bestsellers, with millions of copies in print. Now, The Bible
Promise Book® is available in a deluxe, expanded prayer and praise edition for women featuring the beloved King
James Version of the Bible plus encouraging prayers and inspiring hymn lyrics. With dozens of relevant topics, you
will find hundreds of verses included. Beautifully designed, The Bible Promise Book for Women®—Prayer &
Praise Edition makes an ideal gift for any occasion.
According to Promise May 17 2021
The Complete Personalized Promise Bible on Health and Healing Mar 03 2020 This latest entry in Riddle's popular
series contains promises in the Bible on financial increase, followed by a conversational prayer along with a
personalized scriptural declaration of faith.
The Promise Aug 20 2021 Because of their faith in the crucified Messiah, the Christian nations are indebted to
Israel. Yet they have largely marginalized and even rejected God's chosen people. In this volume Cardinal JeanMarie Lustiger reflects on a number of subjects and concerns common to both Christians and Jews -- the Ten
Commandments, fulfillment of biblical prophecy, Christian anti-Semitism, and more. As a Jewish-born Roman
Catholic priest, Cardinal Lustiger has a unique viewpoint. He became Archbishop of Paris and a cardinal while
remaining keenly aware of his indelible Jewish identity and of the vital Jewish roots of Christianity. Aware that his
reflections may be controversial -- possibly offending Jewish and Christian readers alike -- he nonetheless boldly
shares his perspectives in The Promise, hoping that readers will see him as speaking and writing in good faith, in the
service of the Word of God given for the happiness and salvation of all.
Wellsprings of Renewal: Promise in Christian Communal Life Jan 31 2020
The Bible Promise Book [teal] Jul 31 2022 Where do you turn when you need God’s thoughts on the issues and
emotions of life? The Bible Promise Book, now in a handy vest pocket edition. Barbour’s Bible Promise Books are
perennial bestsellers, with millions of copies in print, and this brand-new edition features the beloved text of the
King James Version. With more than 60 classic Bible Promise Book topics—Anger, Contentment, Forgiveness,
Hope, Obedience, Salvation, Worry, Worship, and dozens more—you’ll find more than 1,000 total verses included.
The Bible Promise Book offers scripture encouragement for readers of all backgrounds. It makes an ideal gift for
either men or women—maybe even yourself!
Every Promise of Your Word Oct 10 2020 When we place the message of Joshua in its historical and redemptive
context, then the relevance of this book for the twenty-first-century church becomes clear. Beyond just being an
interesting relic of ancient Jewish history, what we find in this old covenant book is a profoundly Christian message.
God not only kept and fulfilled his land promises through Joshua; he also keeps and fulfills his promises of salvation
and of a new heavens and new earth, through our Lord Jesus. And God intends for his faithfulness to Christ to elicit
faithfulness from his people as well. Choose whom you will serve. Like Israel assembled at Shechem to renew the
covenant, a choice lies before you. Will you be faithful to Jesus, the one who has been faithful for you? Book jacket.
Heaven, God's Promise for Me Oct 29 2019 The light is always onBecause Jesus is waiting for you.The very best
part of HeavenIs that He’s going to be there too.Heaven is a real place. It’s where Jesus lives and waits for those he
loves to come to him. It’s a place of joy and love and hope—a place where all of God’s children, young and old, will
stay and be happy forever.Engaging questions and scripture references in the back of this book will help parents
reinforce the message that Heaven is a place of love that we can all look forward to seeing one day. There’s even a
special keepsake invitation for children to RSVP to Jesus!
All the Promises of the Bible Jan 13 2021 Promises You Can Stand On Through Thick and Thin The Bible is filled
with hundreds of what the apostle Peter called "exceeding great and precious promises": definite, explicit
declarations God has made that you can count on. In All the Promises of the Bible, Dr. Herbert Lockyer discusses
the nature of God’s promises - their substance, simplicity, surety, source, security, scope. Lockyer’s in-depth look at
the scope of God’s promises arranges them in categories that cover the full array of human concerns, from the
spiritual to the material and the corporate to the personal. As you come to understand God’s promises and how they
apply to every aspect of your life, you’ll gain a trust in God that will sustain you through the worst of times and be
your source of rejoicing in the best. X
The Promise and the Blessing Mar 15 2021 The Bible is a collection of writings that together tell a unified story. But
exactly how do all the pieces fit together? In a single volume, The Promise and the Blessing connects the dots of the
Old and New Testament books to reveal the big picture of salvation history. Organized chronologically rather than
canonically, this book traces the flow of Israel’s history and shows how the New Testament proceeds out of the Old.
It begins with God’s creation of the cosmos and the initial problem of the fall of man. Then it traces God’s solutions
to that problem as he selects first one man, Abraham, then his line, and then the nation of Israel to provide the
Messiah. Finally, it focuses on the Messiah himself and looks at how the gospel of Jesus was spread throughout the
known world. The Promise and the Blessing is easy to use and ideal for anyone who wants to understand the grand
narrative of the Bible. It features numerous beautiful, full-color photos, as well as sidebars and brief, fascinating

“breakouts” of supplementary information. Maps, illustrations, summaries, and insightful notes help to illuminate
the text. Field-tested in the classroom, The Promise and the Blessing is designed for Old and New Testament survey
classes and will provide all readers of the Bible with a better understanding of how the drama that began in Eden
winds through Israel’s history to its fulfillment in Jesus Christ.
The Promise Principle Nov 30 2019 Are you tired of letting circumstances rule your life and steal your peace?
What does it look like to grow in spiritual maturity? Are you interested in a new technique to read and study God's
Word in a group or on your own? Struggles with finances, health, family relationships, hopelessness, and temptation
can easily rule your life. The Bible is filled with stories of people sinking in their circumstances. However, people
who responded to God's promises instead of their circumstances were known as people of faith. Faith is the choice to
respond to God's promises rather than to circumstances. The Bible is rich with God's promises for your life! This
book will guide your group to dig deeper in study and experience His promises. You will be challenged to read
Scripture with a fresh approach and will learn a new way to encounter the Bible so that you may grow to spiritual
maturity.
Satisfied by the Promise of the Spirit Dec 12 2020 This book provides a consistent examination of the primary
biblical texts used in the current debate over spiritual gifts and the charismatic experience. Dr. Edgar affirms that
believers can indeed be satisfied and fulfilled by the Spirit apart from miraculous gifts.
The Peril and Promise of Christian Liberty Mar 27 2022 What happens when Christians must obey God rather than
human authorities? In this book W. Bradford Littlejohn addresses that question as he unpacks the magisterial
political-theological work of Richard Hooker, a leading figure in the sixteenth-century English Reformation, through
the lens of Christian liberty. Book jacket.
The Bible Promise Book - NLV Gift Edition Nov 03 2022 What does God say about contentment? What about
gossip or loneliness or work? His guarantees on these issues and more are covered in The Bible Promise Book. This
compact book offers God's words on dozens of topics-arranged alphabetically-that offer real and powerful promises
from the Creator of the universe. The Bible Promise Book offers readers true refreshment for the spirit and a
renewed sense of God's commitment to His children.
The NLT Bible Promise Book for Women Jun 17 2021 The NLT Bible Promise Book for Women contains
hundreds of promises from Scripture. Each day focuses on a life-related topic such as doubt, anger, honesty, and
obedience. This easy-to-carry book fits conveniently into a purse, briefcase, or glove compartment. It will remind
you that God cares for you and is present in your daily life.
Bible Promise Book Gift Edition (NLV) Jun 25 2019 Where do you turn when you need God’s thoughts on the
issues and emotions of life? The Bible Promise Book, now in a beautiful gift edition. Barbour’s Bible Promise
Books are perennial bestsellers, with millions of copies in print, and this brand-new edition features the most
readable scripture text of all, the New Life Version™. It contains the same topics found in Barbour’s original Bible
Promise Book—Anger, Contentment, Forgiveness, Hope, Obedience, Salvation, Worry, Worship, and dozens more,
over 60 in all with more than 1,000 total verses. The Bible Promise Book—NLV™ offers scriptural encouragement
in language that even the youngest reader can clearly understand. It makes an ideal gift for either men or
women—maybe even yourself!
The Promises of God Feb 23 2022 What Promises Can You Believe?In The Promises of God, Dr. R. C. Sproul
shows how God—the one true Promise Keeper—always keeps His promises. Drawing from his expansive
theological background, Dr. Sproul addresses questions such as these:· How do we know that God will fulfill His
promises to us?· What can we learn about God’s faithfulness as we wait for His promises to be fulfilled?· What was
the agreement God the Father had with Jesus before the beginning of the world?· What does God’s covenant with
Adam mean for us today?· What common covenant do atheists and other non-Christians participate in with God?·
What does God’s covenant have to do with His forgiveness of our sins today?· Why did Jesus have to die to
complete God’s covenant with us? God’s promises throughout history are the foundation for your relationship with
Him. Here you will see how and why He keeps His promises to you, from now through eternity.
A Principle and a Promise Apr 03 2020 How to Receive God's Blessings God's promises to Abram echo down
through the corridors of time as we study Genesis 12:2-3. Anyone, believer or non-believer, rich or poor, who
blesses the Jewish people through kindness and mercy, will please God. The scriptural principle will never change.
As the church worldwide, we need to see the importance of how we touch the apple of God's eye. Let us forfeit no
more blessings by ignoring God's promise to bless. If the offshoot of biblical Judaism (Christianity), which sprang
from the original olive tree (Israel), would begin to allow itself to be grafted back into its roots, spiritual blessings
will come to congregations across the world. Christians do not have to become Jewish to love the Jewish people but
only love what God loves. They simply need to be a blessing. If you would like more information on Christian
Friends of Israel, Jerusalem, contact us at the information provided below. CFI is one of the pioneering Christian
ministries in the land of Israel today. We are a gateway and channel for you to show your support and regard for the
welfare of the Jewish people. On our website are the names of representatives from around the world. Please contact

the one nearest to you. Help us represent Jesus the way that it should always have been done throughout history.
Now is the time to change history together. For further information please contact Sharon Sanders at: Christian
Friends of Israel PO Box 1813 Jerusalem 9101701 ISRAEL Tel: 972-2-623-3778 Fax: 972-2-623-3913
?cfi@cfijerusalem.org www.cfijerusalem.org
Promise of the Father Sep 08 2020 "It is not our aim in this work to suggest, in behalf of woman, a change in the
social or domestic relation. We are not disposed to feel that she is burdened with wrong in this direction. But we feel
that there is a wrong, a serious wrong, affectingly cruel in its influences, which has long been depressing the hearts
of the most devotedly pious women. And this wrong is inflicted by pious men, many of whom, we presume, imagine
that they are doing God service in putting a seal upon lips which God has commanded to speak. It is not our
intention to chide those who have thus kept the Christian female in bondage, as we believe in ignorance they have
done it. But we feel that the time has now come when ignorance will involve guilt; and the Head of the church
imperatively demands a consideration of the question proposed in the follwing pages."--Chapter I, page 13
The Christmas Promise Feb 11 2021 This captivating retelling of the Christmas story shows how God kept His
promise to send a new King, with superb illustrations by Catalina Echeverri. A long, long time ago -- so long that it's
hard to imagine -- God promised a new King. He wasn’t any ordinary king, like the ones we see on tv or in books.
He would be different. He would be a new King; a rescuing King; a forever King! Join Mary and Joseph, a bunch of
shepherds, some wise men and lots of angels as they discover how God kept his Christmas promise. - Publisher.
The Promise of Christian Humanism Sep 28 2019 This book explores and enriches the tradition of Christian
humanism and will be of great interest to many readers, including secular intellectuals, students of modernity, and
Christian theologians. Christian faith promotes human flourishing. Despite the suspicions voiced by modern atheism
and secular humanism, God offers us something greater than what we could attain on our own. In this remarkable
book, Dominic Doyle, in conversation with Charles Taylor, Nicholas Boyle, and Thomas Aquinas, shows how the
Christian virtue of hope breathes new life into humanism, enabling believers to approach God as the human
good—God fulfills what it means to be human.
A Lasting Promise Sep 01 2022 The revised edition of the bestselling Christian guide to ahappy marriage For more
than fifteen years, Scott Stanley's A LastingPromise has offered solutions to common problems—facingconflicts,
problem solving, improving communication, and dealingwith core issues—within a Christian framework.
Thoroughlyrevised and updated, this new edition is filled with sacredteachings of scripture, the latest research on
marriage, and clearexamples from the lives of couples. The book's strategies aredesigned to help couples improve
communication, understandcommitment, bring more fun into their relationship, and enhancetheir sex lives. Lead
author Scott Stanley is co-director of the Center forMarital and Family Studies at the University of Denver and
coauthorof Fighting for Your Marriage, which has sold more than a millioncopies. Offers reflections on how to
enhance anyone's marriage over thelong term and avoid divorce Covers recent cultural shifts, such as dealing with
the endlesstechnological distraction and issues with socialnetworking New themes include the chemistry of love, the
life-longimplications of having bodies, and how to support one anotheremotionally Uses illustrative examples from
couples’ lives and richintegration of insights from scripture This important book offers an invaluable resource for
allcouples who want to honor and preserve the holy sacrament of theirunion.
The Promise Fulfilled Dec 24 2021 His story changed the world: Jesus -- born to Mary and Joseph, worshiped as
Savior by the Magi and the shepherds who had found him through divine guidance. We do not dispute the
significance of their part in Jesus' story. We marvel at their obedience. We sing songs recounting their trust and their
faith. But if we dare allow ourselves to peer just a bit deeper into the pages of scripture, extending just beyond the
edges of the nativity story, we find the embodiment of patience and faithfulness -- Simeon and Anna, a prophet and
a prophetess, who waited for the arrival of the Messiah with an unwavering expectation. It is a story that reminds us
that a hope placed in God does not disappoint. In seven scenes, "The Promise Fulfilled" presents a simple drama,
intertwining the familiar details of the Christmas story with the steadfast hope of Simeon and Anna. Drawing upon
the gospel accounts of Matthew and Luke and using extended scripture readings, "The Promise Fulfilled" invites
cast and audience members to marvel at the events surrounding Christ's birth, taking us into the expected while
challenging us to look beyond the well-told storyline found within the walls of the nativity. Simple to learn and
powerful to present, this short drama will allow youth groups and adult drama teams to develop a rich understanding
of the events leading up to Christ's birth. Easily adaptable for Bible studies and children's lessons, "The Promise
Fulfilled" offers a fresh perspective to a story that has been changing hearts for over 2,000 years, ushering us into the
Advent season with a subtle and powerful proclamation: a transformed world requires an enduring faithfulness
anchored in Christian love. Twelve copies of this play are needed for production and copy privileges are included.
This is David Allison's first book with CSS Publishing. Pastor Allison received his master of ministry degree from
Mount Vernon Nazarene University. Currently Allison is head pastor at Havens Corners Church. He has also been
bi-vocational and youth pastor at Havens Corners Church. Allison is married to Karla and they have one grown son.
Some of David's interests are golf, chess, and landscaping.

The NLT Bible Promise Book Sep 20 2021 Life is full of twists and turns - some good and some bad. As we try to
live day by day, we face many hurts, doubts, and problems. This little book can help because it is filled with God's
promises for your future, as well as his promises that help you make sense of today's challenges. Knowing God's
promises helps life make sense, and gives you a confident peace and security in the midst of confusing and chaotic
circumstances. When you have questions, doubts, or fears, this book can be a wonderful resource to come back to
again and again.
The Promise Oct 02 2022 THRILL A MINUTE!CHRISTIAN FICTION AT ITS BEST! The author's first two
novels: Comes The End and The Gathering received rave reviews from critics and readers alike. Now comes another
outstanding Christian novel for which readers have long waited. This book will continue to inspire and challenge
readers as the lead characters walk God's path. This book, an action packed Page Turner, is a "must have" for fans of
William Creed and Christian fiction. Andy Moore and his wife Stephanie are plunged into adventures, which
challenge their faith during the last days of earth. An action packed book of great biblical miracles during the
EndTimes. Andy leads a band of Christians who God is sheltering from Satan and his earthly minions. It is a battle
between earthly logic and heavenly faith. Sample Reader Reviews: "It's a can't-put-down book. You carry the book
everywhere, hoping for a delay anywhere so that you can continue reading....you feel lost when the book is
finished." - Kaye Simeon, Snohomish, WA. "Christian adventure with a spiritual foundation." - Rev. Zack C Georgia ..".Creed brings an exciting new take to scriptural end times: difficult to put down." - COL Tom Groom Honolulu, HA
The Bible Promise Book KJV Jun 29 2022 Whatever the need of the moment, the answer can be found in God's
Word. 'The Bible Promise Book', a perennial best-seller, includes over one thousand promises from the Bible,
arranged alphabetically by topic. 'The Bible Promise Book' promises quick and easy access to God's truth. Available
in three popular Bible translations: King James Version, New International Version, and The Living Bible edition,
The Bible Promise Book is power for living at a bargain price! Topics include Anger, Belief, Charity, Death,
Enemies, Faith, Guidance, Hope, Jealousy, Love, Marriage, Obedience, Peace, Righteousness, Shame, Trust and
Wisdom, along with many others.
The Promise and the Light Aug 27 2019 Captivating retelling of the nativity story. Great Christmas gift for kids
who love to read. What if you were visited by an angel one night who told you that you were to give birth to the Son
of God? How would you feel? What might you think? Written as a series of vivid and dramatic first-person
accounts, The Promise and The Light tells the stories of Mary, Joseph and Zechariah as they experience the events
of the first Christmas. Written in a lively and engaging style, this imaginative yet biblically faithful book will
captivate children aged 8-12. Readers will be able to get inside the hearts and minds of some of the key players in
the Christmas story and will appreciate the power and excitement of what happened and why it is so amazing for us
today. With 25 chapters, readers may choose to read a chapter a day during Advent.
KJV My Promise Bible Hardcover Jan 01 2020 For all the promises of God in him are yea, and in him Amen, unto
the glory of God by us. 2 Corinthians 1:20 The My Promise Bible is an inspirational tool to express faith through art
and be reminded of God's promises. Bible journaling is an exciting way to document your spiritual journey through
coloring illustrations and memorable verses. Set some time aside as you sit peacefully and ponder the wonders of
God's Word. Beautifully designed both inside and out, this KJV My Promise Bible has a white hardcover with pink
floral design embossed on the cover. The floral pattern from the cover extends to a pink decorative edge printing.
This King James Version Journaling Bible is set in a single-column format with wide-ruled margins for notetaking.
There are nearly 400 illustrations placed throughout to serve as visual tools for meditating, reflecting and Bible
Journaling. Size: 6 1/2 (L) x 1 3/4 (W) x 8 1/8 (H) Short Introduction to each Book of the Bible Key Promise Verses
Highlighted 52 Themes of Well-Known Bible Promises 6 Sheets of Coloring Sticker Bible Book Name Tabs 4
Sheets of Stickers to Color 24 Additional Designs on Art Paper for Creative Journaling Index of Line-Art Illustrated
Promises 8.65-Point Type
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